Tim in Danger

Seaworthy Excitement And Drama

When Ginger runs away, Tim and Charlotte are determined to find him, and find him they do. But what a chase he leads them on first--across the countryside, over the bounding main, and right into the middle of a shipwreck! First published between 1936 and 1977, Edward Ardizzones classic Little Tim books have been loved by generations of children for their spirited adventures and totally matter-of-fact tellings by a storyteller who spoke straight to childrens imaginations. As Maurice Sendak has said, The opening lines of the very first story were a droll Ishmaellike call to adventure that gave great promise of wonderful things to come. We are proud to bring Little Tim to a new generation of readers.

My Personal Review:
Edward Ardizzone is skilled at describing childrens adventures that are harrowing, exciting, and original. Tim is a nice boy and a loyal friend. He lives a comforting, cozy English daily life in a seacoast town - and also has amazing adventures. Modern kids arent awfully familiar with life at sea, and certainly no one my children knew could set out into the world in order to search for a friend who had left home. Ardizzones locales and situations manage to seem exotic, yet totally reasonable. We were pulled into this story. The plot is complex enough, the action is convincing and, as usual with Ardizzone, the denouement is pleasing without being Milquetoast. The story can withstand repeated readings, which is a nice plus, since your child might want to hear it repeatedly. In addition the pen and ink drawings, with watercolor wash, are a constant treat for adults and kids.
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